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About This Game

Play as Seika, a mermaid that awakens in an underwater cave unable to remember what has happened before. The one thing she
does remember is that the evil sirens have created dissonance in the underwater world. Help her defeat the sirens and restore

peace to the once harmonious underwater world.

Key Features

 Rogue-lite gameplay - Challenging difficulty, multiple ways to power-up Seika, featuring procedurally generated
underwater caves.

 15+ items

 15+ enemies/bosses

 4 unique levels

 3 abilities

 4 permanent powerup paths

In the complete version of the game, would like to have 30+ items, 20+ enemies/bosses, 6+ abilities, and at least 5 unique levels
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* Best played with a controller
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8 8.1, 10

Processor: Single Core

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Stereo

English
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serenade of the sirens

A really great game which, on the outside, may look like a match-3 game but is much more innovative than that. Blocks have
arrows on them and matching three of them will send a stream in the direction of those arrows. You change the arrow's direction
on each block in order to chain matches and keep combos going. There's heaps of variation, too, with each story level having
win conditions and lose conditions. Lots of modifying blocks and environments like stone and glass blocks and water which is
continuously pushing blocks upwards. There are some co-op modes and competitive multiplayer which I didn't really take a look
at but there's more than enough in here in terms of singleplayer.. This is the saddest game I've ever played. I appreciate other
user's honesty, the 8th day is truly a lonely place that we all navigate. If you play this game please answer the first question
truthfully.. Good dlc 10\/10. Great game. Never gets old!. Mystery of Neuschwanstein is a classic Hidden Object Scenes game,
with casual puzzles and mini-games.
The plot isn't very exciting, nor sophisticated, as most games of the genre. At least it's not full of monsters, beasts or other
unrealistic creatures and fantastic events. And it refers to real historical figures (mainly Ludwig II of Bavaria who
commissioned the construction of the splendid Neuschwanstein castle) and some true facts about them, which is a good
informative and educational attempt.
Even though most unlikely, the events of the story remain credible. The storyline and the characters are pleasant enough to
peacefully travel from mini-games to HOS and kill several hours of time till the end of the game.
Some HOS may require you to use some of your inventory items, which adds something to a classic HOS.
Achievements unlock easily and can be obtained with a unique playthrough.
The voice acting (English version) is fine by me. All the documents you're supposed to read can be listened to by clicking on
them, which is nice if you're playing after a hard day's work or if you're lazy when it comes to reading.
I regretted the lack of music. Well, there was some but it was either very slow, somewhat sad and almost unnoticeable or either
too loud (action cutscenes).
You can skip all cutscenes and dialogues. Important facts are still available in your phone and no achievement depends on
watching them.
I wouldn't recommend it at full price because as most games of the genre it has a low replayability value and this one is quite
short to finish (don't take my shown hours of playing time into consideration : I've let the game running on the start menu for
hours while i was at something else and it took me 3 playthrough to write some guides since I had forgotten to take screenshots
etc..).

On sale it's a good acquisition.. very good game very fun and lots of loot and bad guys. A perfect distillation of everything
horizontal shooters do well. Borrows heavily from Gradius and R-Type in its approach to level design (lots of environmental
hazards, traps, etc), and features an arseload of weapons to play around with, many of which you'll recognise from other classic
horis. It's boss. Get it.. Well, just started playing it.
The controls were a bit strange to start... I couldn't figure out how to keep moving. I was holding the controller in the direction I
wanted to go... then finally discovered that you have to keep constantly pressing the direction you want to go when you start to
slow down on your board... which is a bit odd for a twin-stick game.

Then I can't figure out why sometimes I am getting hit by the lines going around the screen. I don't know what is setting them
off to be dangerous to the character. Most of the time they don't do anything but sometimes they hurt you and I'm not sure what
causes that.

Anyways, once you get the hang of those controls it is a decent game, since I only paid 92 cents, can't complain!. The price point
is spot on, at this price point I would say it is a buy.AThis is a game with lots of potental . I wish it had controller support. The
graphics are very good and I am hoping that contuine developing this game and making more titles.. Very challenging game.
You have to work on finding a way in that watches all your directions as you will die. I find it annoying at times that I have to go
back and get a weapon from my police car but its worth it in the end. I also like that in this game a shotgun is a shotgun just as it
is in real life.
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Great puzzle game! Just don't expect a city building sim - this is definitely more of a scenario type gameplay, like rounds of
chess to beat.. Do not buy this game! At least in its current state. Its so fuzzy that it makes the game basically unplayable.
Nothing is scaled right, the ducks are like 4 feet big and the deer are like 2 feet big. I literal have to let the game run for 5
minutes just so I can make this review because I can't get through 5 minutes of playing this game. I will keep only because it
was $3 but I suggest you keep your $3 and buy some soda or a piece of candy.. Lots of explosions. Lots of your little ship
getting blown up\/smashed\/crushed like the tin can that it is. Lots of "wait, we're trying to fly a spaceship through what?" Lots
of that sinking feeling when you realize that the maneuver you're supposed to pull off to get to the next level isn't even remotely
close to being a sane thing to do in a spaceship. Lots of that awesome feeling when you manage to pull it off anyway, followed
by despair when the levels abandon any pretense of being dangerous but essentially neutral and start actively trying to eat your
ship. Sometimes, lots of spiders.

In short, it's excellent.. PLZ DO A 1980 DODGE POWER RAM. This game is neat and fun to some point, the only real
problem with this game is that there are no checkpoints in the stages so if you DIE! which u will alot then you need to restart the
whole map from the beggining and it gets so agrovating.

0.6.19 - Currency Update:

Small update including tweaks to level generation and coins now representing in game currency. I'm almost to the place where I
want to be before adding more content. I'll give more details in future updates.

Changes:

 Switched in game currency to coins.
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 Tweaks to random map generation

. 0.6.3:
Small update to add in shop item descriptions, modify values in clam treasure chest, and bug fixes.

Changes:

 Added in shop item descriptions.

 Removed blue notes from treasure chest pool.

 Bug fixes related to UI and animation.

. 0.6.2:
Updating procedural generation to include more variation in the size and shape of levels, more enclosed spaces (sometimes), and
other minor tweaks. This is in preparation for more upcoming changes to the system including more content for stages. Build
0.6.2 also includes bug fixes for the UI.

Changes:

 Procedural generation update.

 UI Bug fixes.

. 0.6.9:
Small update to fix bug with projectile recharge particles.

Changes:

 Bug fix

. 0.6.16:
While I was working on changes to the way levels are procedurally generated, I ran across a bug that I can't believe I didn't
catch. The size of the levels weren't calculated correctly! I'm continuing to work on 0.7.x but in the mean time I've pushed an
update to fix level sizes. Another change includes a slight delay to the enemy shark's attack.

Changes:

 Fixed bug related to level generation size

 Added slight delay to shark's attack

. 0.6.13:
Hello everyone! Just pushing a small update to fix a bug with the "moving blink animation". 0.7.x is still in the works and I'll
continue to push updates to fix bugs and make tweaks.. 0.6.7 - Random Level Events:
Implemented random level events. These events happen infrequently at the beginning of Seika starting a new level. I will add
additional events and tweak how it's currently working in future builds. There are also a bunch of minor bug fixes in 0.6.7.

Changes:
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 Random level events

 Bug fixes

. Upcoming Release of 0.9.0 & Rebuild:
Hey everyone! It's been awhile since the last update. I normally give updates once I have a new version of the game out, but
since the latest version has been in development for awhile now I thought I would give an update before release.

In my previous update, I explained how I would be updating the levels and item shops in 0.9.0. I thought long and hard about
this and decided to rebuild the game from the ground up! This was done not only to have a better level layout that fit the vision
of the game but to also be able to easily add more features in the future.

With the trajectory of the current phase of development, 0.9.0 should be out with the next 1 - 2 months. If anything changes, I'll
be sure to provide an additional update in the future.

Besides changes to the levels and item shop, there will be tweaks to the graphics as well as music/sound effects. As a
cancellation prize for the current iteration of development taking so long, here is an updated version of Iceberg Depth's theme:

https://soundcloud.com/chukobyte/iceberg-depths-theme
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